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becomes infinitely acute, the body shall seem infinite. During all this
time there is no alteration in the 'body, but only in the sense. Bach body,
therefore, considered in itself, is infinitely extended, and consequently
void of all shape and figure. . . . It is the mind that frames all that
variety of bodies, which compose the visible world, my one whereof does
mt exist longer than it is perceived.199
It must always be borne in mind, that Divine Intelligence is the
inward life and reason of all things.2 Thought and intelligence is
presupposed in all objective reality. ... To deny this is to subvert
the fundamental basis of all knowledge and to reduce the intelligible
world to a chaos. 3
And what happens in every cognition is that the perceiving subject
unites itself with the Self in the object perceived; if tlie cognition,
which ensues, be incomplete, that is, if the object perceived be not
perceived, in its entirety from all possible points of view, as is generally
the case in ordinary human cognitions, the perception constitutes
a mere act of perception, and the person perceiving (the jiva of the
Veddnta system) is said to be merely a knower, and the dualism of the
knower and tlie known continues. In the degree that the knower
has entered, into the spirit of the thing perceived, he is said to have
known that thing, and in. the degree that he has known it, he is at
home with. it, as Hegel might say.4 This is the meaning of the expres-
sion that to know a thing is to become it.5
Knowing^ says Dr. Buck6, is a progressive becoming, a continual
transformation of motives, ideals and perception of the mdividual.
It is such a progressive -change or transformation of the original struc-
1 (Berkeley,' p. 47;  compare the investigated and explained by the
Dris'hti SJirisMi Vdda of the Indian Sciences of nature, tho more must the
Advaitin, who says that things do not human mind recognize it to be p©r-
exist out of the sight of the seer. See vaded by thought aldn to its own;
Dvivedi's Introd. MsLnd. Up., p. XXIV. the more must the human spirit find
3 Shankar's Gloss on Ved. Sutr. I, itself t a^ home' therein" ; "Agnos-
1, 11; S. B. E. Vol. 34:; and J Oaird's ^ism," p. 267; see also pp. 355-7,
6 Spinoza.'                              572-3.
s r r\ * -i» * •m.n t» i »    ^ ^       Note that the highest knowledge is
J. Oair<Ts Phil. Bel.,1 pp. 21-22.     ^n the Self has the Self itself for its
4 All ignorance of the object is ig- object. We consider it tautology to
norance of Self, says Edward Caird, 2 say that the Self knows the Self—and
Ward, 196.                            is knowledge itself.   Hence we say
a See ShanWs G-loss on Ved. Sutra. that ^cwledge is one and infinite.
n, 2, 28-30. S. B. E. Vol. 34. Of.   6 "Mystic Masonry," pp. 100-110.
KirA's   reiaariss  tt the   more   ac" Of. "In the Sanctuary/' p. 47, quoted
cnKitely aii(i fully physical nature is supra p. 57, note 1.

